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Pokemon theme song in hindi download mr jatt
The song "Pokémon" by John LoefflerAudio sample" It was the theme song for the first season of the English adaptation of the Pokémon anime. Since its release, the song has been virtually synonymous with the Pokémon franchise because the line "Gotta catch 'em all!" has become its official English
slogan. It is derived from the Japanese slogan ("Pokémon jetto da ze!") [3] History Siegler and Loeffler wrote the lyrics of the song while Siegler (previously a band bassist including Utopia and Hall & Oates by Todd Rundgren) produced the track, playing keyboards, bass and drums. David Rolfe, the singer
for the next themes of the series, played guitar while Jason Paige provided the voice. [3] Although the theme song was premiered in the debut episode "Pokémon, I Choose You!" on September 8, 1998, Jason Paige was again recalled in 1999 to produce an extended version of the theme song for the
album Pokémon 2.B.A. Master. [3] According to Norman Grossfeld, the then president of 4Kids Productions, the line "Gotta catch ém all!" was created as a "tagline for marketing purposes that would also be included in the theme song". It is derived from the Japanese slogan "(to光ンGETto, Pokémon
thrown by ze!)" In addition, "Gotta Catch ém all!" came from a series of contenders, which included "Catch ém if you can" (which did so in a previous versiontheme song). [4] Meanwhile, whenHe approached the theme song, Siegler initially saw the concept of show as "incomprehensible" before realizing
that the series was about friendship. Although he was reluctant at first, he saw the potential of the show when he took his son for the first time of the debut episode in Columbus Circle. [4] In November 2005, the comedy duo Internet Smosh recorded a video for the song on YouTube. He became the most
watched video on the site before being overtaken by "The evolution of dance". Subsequently, the Smosh video was removed on YouTube due to a copyright notice. [5][6][7] During the 2012 primary election, Paige himself performed a parody of the song in support of Republican candidate Ron Paul. [8] In
2015, the song was voted to be part of the Dutch radio marathon Top 2000, after a Facebook call-per-action became viral within the country. [9] [10] Resurgence In July 2016, after the release of the Pokémon Go mobile game, the song had an increase of 382% of listeners on the Spotify music streaming
platform. [11] [12] There were police cars playing the song through the speakers while driving close to Pokémon Go players, as well as groups of people singing the song in public.[13][15][16][17] Next, the Dutch electronic music artist Hardwell played the theme at the 2016 edition of Ultra Europe as one of
his latest melodies. [18] The same month, after rising to 1,079% in sales, the song hit number four on Billboard's "Kids Digital Songs" chart after initially reaching 10 in 2010, as well as reaching third place in the "Hot Dance Singles Sales" chart. [19] Despite the resurrection, Paige received no royalty from
the song. [20] In response to the success of the Pokémon Go mobile app, Paige re-recorded theIn an interview with the New York Post, Paige said she didn't expect the song to become popular when she first recorded it, stating that "she didn't know much about Pokémon" when she did the demo, apart
from a scene in theseries that caused epileptic attacks in Japan. Even though Paige recorded the song in four hours, she received a big payment once for the song in 2000. [22] Paige also performed another parody of the song, with Dwayne Johnson as Pokémon and the stars of YouTube MatPat and AliA.[23] In December 2016, the song reached point 232 of the Top 2000, a difference of over 1400 points compared to its chart in the previous year. [24] On November 16, 2018, an official trailer for Pokémon: Let's go, Pikachu! and Let's go, Eevee! On February 26, 2019, the song was again used in the
film, Pokémon Detective Pikachu, as well as the second trailer of the film. [26] Graph (2000) Peakposition US Hot Dance Singles Sales (Billboard)[19] 3 Graph (2010) Peakposition US Kid Digital Songs (Billboard)[19] 10 Graph (2015) Peakposition Netherlands Top 2000[27] Graph 1666 (2016)
Peakposition Sweden Heatseeker (Sverigetopplistan)[28] 17 US Kid Digital Songs (Billboard)[27] The theme song was covered by various groups and people. "Pokémon Theme" was first covered by Billy Crawford for Pokémon: The first film.[31] Afterwards, it was covered again by Ben Dixon and The
Sad Truth for the British Pokémon broadcast: XY.[32] Ben Dixon once again covered the film for Pokémon: I Choose You![33] Others who covered the theme song including Postmodern Jukebox,[34] Kurt Hugo Schneider with Lindsey Stirling,[36] Eric Calderone,[37]package for their campaign "Absolute
Treasure" Kickstarter[44] and Postmodern Jukebox also covered it with Andromeda Turre vocally leading an orchestrated style agreement.[45][46] In 2015, a jazz version was recorded by Scott Bradlee with Sara Niemietz singing vocals.[47] Jonathan Young covered the song in 2018, with Jason Paige in
a heavy metal version of the original song. [49] Poppy released his cover of the song in 2020 after a piece of it was leaked online.[50][51] The theme song was also featured in the 2000 Pokémon Puzzle League game, as well as the 2004 video game Donkey Konga. [52] See also List of Pokémon Theme
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